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Example of an induced currents joint mechanism for unwinding and winding 

applications 
 

 

The application of our induced currents joints on the winding and unwinding machines brings 

benefits and advantages that translate into substantial economic relief to all of use cost-effective 

solution coupled with excellent reliability, ease of installation, and not least, quality of the product. 

These features are even more evident in large machines, in the complete absence of maintenance 

which is proper of the proposed system and for that becomes a winner for applications such as the 

unwinder and winder machines where for continuous operation, the application of high quality and 

reliability products is necessary. 

 

Unwinding = svolgitore                  Process = processo 

Winder = avvolgitore                      winding motor = motore avvolgitore 

 

 
Application diagram for unwinder and rewinder machines 

 

In those industrial processes where it is necessary to unwind and rewind films, cables, pipes and 

different products for different materials, machines called unwinding and winding machines are 

used. The complexity of unwinding and winding processes is to move the variable masses in time 

with peripheral speeds of constant product and shooting voltages of constant product. In function of 

the products in processing, torque control or speed with torque limit are carried. These controls can 

make use of diameter sensors, shot sensors such as load cells, mechanical dancers and bend sensors. 

These controls include the use of PID and Taper functions that are controlled by the machine 

control. 

 

From a dynamic point of view, the realization of an unwinder and winder machine brings to the use 

of the braking systems and the transmission of motion intended for an operation that comprises a 
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high speed range with Vmim / on Vmax connections also of 1/10 with high pairs at low speeds and 

weak pairs at high speed regimes.  

 

The motion technology solves these difficulties with the aid of controls, drives and sensors that turn 

out to be extremely costly, especially where the need to carry out and / or wrap high masses and 

stiffness materials arises. This is because the sizes of the drives to be used and the type of sensors in 

use becomes extremely expensive and complex. 

 

The DGR products are, by their nature, specially designed for this type of applications: 

INDUCED CURRENTS JOINTS GMC TYPE - CONTROLLED PAIR - ALC Equipment with 

constant furling power. 

Having to wrap materials from mills, drawing machines, cables, pipes, plastic film materials, pater, 

aluminum etc. at speeds of constant tension, the choice of the GMC, for the characteristic curves of 

the coupling to currents induced within a certain field that follow the ideal curve of winding, is the 

most suitable. The shot of material is accomplished by varying the GMC supply voltage through a 

simple ALC apparatus). Once the excitation voltage is set, the pair adapts automatically to vary the 

diameter of the spool, without any external intervention; this avoids the use of diameter sensors, 

encoders for measuring of speed, load cells for measuring the shot and dancers for tension control. 

In fact, the natural regulation of the pair of the coupling, on variation of the diameter realizes, in a 

completely automatic way, the control that otherwise should be achieved with the use of 

sophisticated and expensive controls. 

 

The application of the GMC seal leads to the unwinding and winding machines with the following 

benefits: 

 

 The motor, which drives the winder, is turned on to full speed before the acceleration ramp 

of the machine, this can be controlled, depending on its size, through a direct starting or type 

star / triangle.  

 

 The presence of the GMC joint, interposed between the motor and the winder reel, allows 

the proper control of the draft of material wound without the aid of sensors, encoders, 

dancers and controllers, thus eliminating further additional costs. 

 

 The use of the GMC joint provides the control of the coil in winding keeping the engine 

always connected directly to the network to its maximum speed. This is important because 

the maximum speed of the asynchronous motor condition presents the best of cosγ value and 

therefore the best condition of energy consumption. 

 

 The D.G.R. Engineering & Solutions induced current GMVF joint is based on the well-

known electromagnetic effect of the induced currents, acquired from the asynchronous 

machine, which once again merits and advantages, not least the robust construction, the 

inherent simplicity. Compared to common mechanical variators, by the very fact of 

exercising pairs in a purely electromagnetic way, it presents the substantial absence of wear, 

so the absence of onerous maintenance. 
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